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Abstract Security has always been a popular and critical topic. With the rapid development of information technology,
it is always attracting people’s attention. However, since security has a long history, it covers a wide range of topics which
change a lot, from classic cryptography to recently popular mobile security. There is a need to investigate security-related
topics and trends, which can be a guide for security researchers, security educators and security practitioners. To address
the above-mentioned need, in this paper, we conduct a large-scale study on security-related questions on Stack Overflow.
Stack Overflow is a popular on-line question and answer site for software developers to communicate, collaborate, and share
information with one another. There are many different topics among the numerous questions posted on Stack Overflow
and security-related questions occupy a large proportion and have an important and significant position. We first use two
heuristics to extract from the dataset the questions that are related to security based on the tags of the posts. And then we
use an advanced topic model, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) tuned using Genetic Algorithm (GA), to cluster different
security-related questions based on their texts. After obtaining the different topics of security-related questions, we use their
metadata to make various analyses. We summarize all the topics into five main categories, and investigate the popularity
and difficulty of different topics as well. Based on the results of our study, we conclude several implications for researchers,
educators and practitioners.
Keywords security, Stack Overflow, empirical study, topic model
1 Introduction
With the rapid development of information tech-
nology, security is always attracting people’s attention.
Users care about security to prevent their personal in-
formation from being leaked. Developers care about
security to protect the software they develop. Security
experts care about security to fight against hackers who
can often find security holes to exploit. Security is very
critical since it can cause financial loss, privacy leakage
and confidentiality leakage.
There are many different security-related topics and
the hot topic is always changing (e.g., from classic cryp-
tography to recently popular mobile security). There-
fore, we think there is a need to make a comprehensive
study to investigate security-related topics and analyze
the trend of security-related technologies.
For this purpose, we take Stack Overflow 1○ as a
dataset source. Stack Overflow is one of the most pop-
ular software information sites where people ask and
answer technical questions about software development
and maintenance. Stack Overflow contains millions
of posts which cover a wide range of topics includ-
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ing programming-related, mobile-related and security-
related topics.
There are several recent studies based on Stack
Overflow. Barua et al. conducted a large empirical
study on Stack Overflow to analyze the topics and
trends of what developers talk about[1]. Rosen and Shi-
hab studied questions mobile-developers ask on Stack
Overflow[2]. Both of them reported some interesting
and valuable conclusions.
Extending prior work that investigates Stack Over-
flow topics, we conduct a large-scale study on topics
covered by security-related questions on Stack Over-
flow. We use a dataset named “posts.xml”, which is
publicly available on Stack Exchange Data Dump 2○.
The dataset contains more than 21 million posts, each
of which has a text (e.g., body) describing a question or
an answer together with some metadata (e.g., creation
date and view count). We first use two heuristics to ex-
tract questions that are related to security based on the
tags of the posts. And then we use an advanced topic
model, LDA (Latent Drichlet Allocation) tuned using
GA (Genetic Algorithm), to cluster different security-
related questions based on their texts. After we ob-
tain different topics of security-related questions, we
use their metadata to make various analyses.
Our empirical study investigates the following three
research questions.
RQ-1. What topics are covered by security-related
questions asked on Stack Overflow?
We use a topic model to investigate the security-
related topics. Security-related questions on Stack
Overflow cover a wide range of topics. These topics
mainly belong to five main categories, i.e., web secu-
rity, mobile security, cryptography, software security,
and system security. And among them most questions
are about web security.
RQ-2. Which topics are the most popular among
security-related questions?
We measure the popularity of security-related top-
ics by one major metric (i.e., the average number of
views), and three minor metrics (i.e., the average num-
ber of comments, the average number of favourites, and
the average score). The top four most popular secu-
rity topics are “Password”, “Hash”, “Signature” and
“SQL Injection”, among which “Hash” and “SQL In-
jection” are the most valuable since they receive the
largest number of comments and favourites, and the
highest scores.
RQ-3. Which security-related topics are the most
difficult to answer?
We measure the difficulty of security-related top-
ics by two metrics (i.e., the average time needed for
an accepted answer and the proportion of the average
number of answers to the average number of views).
The top eight most difficult security-related topics
are “Java Security”, “Asymetric Encryption”, “Bug”,
“Browser Security”, “Windows Authority”, “Signa-
ture”, “ASP.NET” and “Password”. When considering
both popularity and difficulty, “Signature” and “Pass-
word” are the two topics that deserve the most atten-
tions since they are both popular and difficult.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows.
1) We conduct an empirical study on Stack Overflow
to investigate and cluster security-related questions. To
the best of our knowledge, it is the first large-scale
study to investigate security-related topics and trends
on Stack Overflow.
2) We report several interesting and valuable con-
clusions. We investigate the popularity and difficulty of
security-related topics which provide some implications
to researchers, educators and practitioners.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
We elaborate the motivation of our work and introduce
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) in Section 2. The
data collection step and our experimental approach are
described in Section 3. Our experimental results are
presented and discussed in Sections 4 and 5 respectively.
Related work is introduced in Section 6 and Section 7
concludes the paper.
2 Preliminaries
In this section, we first introduce Stack Overflow
and the security-related posts on Stack Overflow in
Subsections 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. We then briefly
introduce Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), which is
a classic topic model which we use to group different
topics of security question posts in this paper.
2.1 Stack Overflow
Stack Overflow is one of the most popular ques-
tion and answer websites. A significant fraction of the
participants on Stack Overflow have deep expertise in
a variety of areas. Developers ask questions about a
wide range of topics and seek advice about the techni-
cal challenges they meet. The questions and answers
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are saved on the site and can be searched via search
engines. Stack Overflow acts as a knowledge repository
for various needs of developers. Analyzing and under-
standing the knowledge repository could lead to deep
insights about the topics of interest to the developers.
There have been a number of studies on Stack Over-
flow. Some studies categorize the questions on Stack
Overflow[3], identify design features[4], and analyze the
textual contents of posts[1]. Some studies recommend
tags for the questions on Stack Overflow[5-6], and some
analyze the topics of Stack Overflow posts[2,7-8].
2.2 Security-Related Posts
Stack Overflow contains millions of posts which
cover a wide range of topics, such as programming-
related, mobile-related and security-related topics. Due
to the importance of security, there is a significant pro-
portion of security-related posts.
Fig.1 presents a top-rated security question on Stack
Overflow. The title of the post is “How can I prevent
SQL-injection in PHP?” The tags of the post are “php”,
“mysql”, “sql”, “security” and “sql-injection”. Between
the title and the tags is the body of the post, describing
the question in detail. Also, there are several metadata
in the margin of the post, such as the number of com-
ments, the edit date.
Fig.1. Security-related post on Stack Overflow.
Note that the tags of the above security-related post
contain “security”. However, not all security-related
questions contain this tag. For example, Fig.2 shows a
security-related post whose tags do not contain “secu-
rity”. Therefore we cannot determine security-related
posts by simply checking whether the posts contain the
tag of “security”, since the extracted posts will not be
sufficient and satisfactory. To address this limitation,
in this paper, we first design two heuristics (which are
elaborated in Section 3) to extract security-related tags,
and then extract security-related posts according to the
extracted tags.
Fig.2. Security-related post whose tags do not contain “secu-
rity”.
2.3 Latent Dirichlet Allocation
A topic model views a document to be a probability
distribution of topics, while a topic is a probability dis-
tribution of words. In our setting, a document is the
text in a post (i.e., body and title), and a topic is a
higher-level concept corresponding to a distribution of
words in the text. For example, we can have a topic
“SQL Injection” when the text contains a distribution
of words such as “sql”, “inject”, “query”, “statement”,
“mysql”.
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)[9] is a well-known
topic model used for various tasks of software engineer-
ing research[10-12]. In theory, LDA is a generative prob-
abilistic model, which assumes that the data (a collec-
tion of documents) is generated based on a certain sta-
tistical process. Specifically, LDA contains three steps.
1) Step 1: LDA generates a topic distribution vector
theta and a term distribution vector phi based on two
Dirichlet distributions[13], respectively.
2) Step 2: LDA generates a topic assignment vector
z to assign each term in a document a specific topic ac-
cording to the topic distribution vector of the document
theta .
3) Step 3: LDA generates each term in a document
with the topic distribution vector phi and the topic
assignment vector z.
By repeating step 1 K times, K topics are gener-
ated. By repeating step 2 and step 3 N times, a docu-
ment having N terms is generated. By repeating steps
1∼3 D times, a collection of D documents is generated.
In practice, LDA takes a document-by-term (D×N)
matrix a as input, and outputs two matrices b and c,
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i.e., document-by-topic (D ×K) matrix and topic-by-
term (K×N) matrix. The document-by-term matrix a
can be a term frequency matrix, in which aij represents
the number of times that the j-th term appears in the
i-th document. In the document-by-topic matrix b, bij
represents the probability of the i-th document belong-
ing to the j-th topic. Generally, a document is regarded
as belonging to the topic with the highest probability.
In the topic-by-term matrix c, cij represents the proba-
bility that the j-th term belongs to the i-th topic. Like-
wise, we assign a term to the topic with the highest
probability and then we can conclude what a topic is
about by looking up the terms it contains.
To some extent, LDA can be seen as a clustering
algorithm. By assigning a specific topic for each doc-
ument using the document-by-topic matrix, a cluster-
ing of documents can be completed. Specifically, docu-
ments assigned to the same topic are grouped together.
There are several off-the-shelf LDA implementa-
tions. In our work, we use a python package named
lda 3○, which is an implementation based on collapsed
Gibbs sampling. In addition, we follow the default set-
ting for all the parameters in the package.
3 Case Study Setup
In this section, we describe the details of the setup
of our empirical experiments. We first present the de-
tails of data collection in Subsection 3.1, and then we
elaborate our experimental approach in Subsection 3.2.
3.1 Data Collection
To conduct a comprehensive empirical study, we use
a whole Stack Overflow dataset which is publicly availa-
ble on Stack Exchange Data Dump. Our Stack Over-
flow dataset contains a total of 21 674 904 posts, span-
ning from July 2008 to September 2014. In the dataset,
there are 7 990 787 (37%) question posts and 13 684117
(63%) answer posts. For each post, it includes body and
several metadata. The detailed information is shown in
Table 1.
Table 1. Detailed Information of a Post
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posts whose tags contain the term “security”. In total,
we extract 28 476 posts. However, these posts are far
from sufficient. Actually, some posts may not have a
tag “security” even if they are about “security”, since
“security” is a very general term and the tags of a post
may be in a much finer granularity. Therefore, we need
to carefully extract some other tags which are related
to “security”.
In the second step, we extract the tags from all of
the 28 476 posts extracted in the first step, and we re-
fer to these tags as candidate tags. Next, we extract
more tags related to “security” from the candidate tags.
For each candidate tag t, we count three values, i.e., a,
b and c. Specifically, a denotes the number of ques-
tion posts whose tags contain t among all the posts
extracted in the first step (i.e., the number of all ques-
tion posts whose tags contain both t and “security”). b
denotes the number of question posts whose tags con-
tain t among all the posts in the original dataset (i.e.,
the number of all question posts whose tags contain t).
Based on a and b, we can calculate the first value of
H1 = a/b, which can indicate to what extent the tag
t is exclusively related to “security”. The value of H1
ranges from 0 to 1. The larger the value of H1 is, the
more exclusive relation tag t has to “security”. If the
value of H1 equals 1, it means that tag t only appears
together with “security” in the tags of the posts (i.e.,
the most exclusive). We can filter the tags by setting a
threshold Thre1. For example, given Thre1 set to 0.1,
a tag that appears together with “security” in less than
10% of all the questions whose tags contain the tag will
be removed.
However, only using the above heuristic H1 to ex-
tract the tags would cause another problem. Suppose
that a tag only appears in one post of the whole dataset
and the post happens to be related to “security”. In this
case, the tag is so specific to a problem that it is not
representative to “security”, although its value of H1
equals 1. Therefore, we also want to filter this kind of
tags. We denote c as the total number of question posts
extracted in the first step (i.e., the number of all ques-
tion posts whose tags contain “security”). Based on a
and c, we can calculate the second value of H2 = a/c,
which well solves the above problem if we set a second
threshold Thre2 to filter the tags once more. For ex-
ample, given Thre2 set to 0.01, a tag that appears in
less than 1% of all the questions whose tags contain
“security” will be removed.
By setting Thre1 and Thre2 well, we can obtain sev-
eral tags, which are both exclusive and representative
to “security”. Table 2 shows different tag sets related
to “security” we extract with different threshold con-
figurations. In the following text, the threshold config-
uration (0.1, 0.01) is the default configuration, and the
corresponding result is the default tag set we use (i.e.,
the first row in Table 2) to retrieve the security-related
posts.
In the final step, we traverse the dataset again to
find the question posts whose tags contain at least one
of the tags in the tag set. The total number of such
posts is 30 054 when we use the default tag set. And we
mainly use these question posts and their corresponding
answer posts to make analysis.
3.2 Data Analysis
We now detail our experimental approach. The ap-
proach mainly contains two phases, i.e., feature extrac-
tion phase (cf. Subsection 3.2.1) and topic modeling
phase (cf. Subsection 3.2.2).
In the feature extraction phase, we first extract a
number of features from the posts. These features are
selected as representative terms that are useful in build-
ing a good topic model. In our work, we use the term
frequency as features. Next, we build a topic model
with the extracted features using LDA tuned using Ge-
netic Algorithm (GA). GA is used to determine the
optimal number of topics. And LDA clusters different
security posts into different topics according to their
corresponding topics.
Table 2. Different Tag Sets Related to “Security” Extracted by Different Threshold Configurations
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3.2.1 Feature Extraction
As mentioned in Subsection 3.1, a question post in-
cludes title, body and several metadata. To cluster the
posts, we need to build a corpus in which each row is
a text for a post. For each post, we combine both title
and body to form the final text. And we preprocess the
texts in four main steps.
1) Step 1: we remove all the code snippets (which
are enclosed in < code > tag) in the text, since Barua
et al. showed that code snippets do not help topic
models[1].
2) Step 2: we remove all the HTML tags such as
< p > and < /p > since they do not have useful infor-
mation for the topic model.
3) Step 3: we remove the stop words, numbers,
punctuation marks and other non-alphabetic characters
since they add little value to the topic.
4) Step 4: we use the Snowball stemmers[14] to
transform the remaining terms to their root forms (e.g.,
“reading” and “reads” are reduced to “read”) in or-
der to reduce the feature dimensions and unify similar
words into a common representation.
After the above four steps, we compute the fre-
quency of appearance in all the posts for each stemmed
term. To further reduce the noise, we sort all the
stemmed terms according to their total term frequency
and discard the terms which appear less than 10 times.
The remaining 4 333 different stemmed terms are
the final features we extract. We count the times of
appearance for each term in each post and form a term
frequency matrixm. Specifically, wij denotes the num-
ber of times the j-th term appears in the i-th post.
3.2.2 LDA Tuned Using Genetic Algorithm
As mentioned in Section 2, we use LDA to group
posts into different topics. In LDA, the number of top-
ics K is an undetermined but important parameter. An
overly large or overly small value of K may influence
the performance of our approach severely. Therefore,
we use an advanced LDA technique, tuned using GA,
to search for an optimized value of K.
Genetic algorithms simulate evolutions by natural
selection[15]. In GA, the parameters waiting to be
searched are coded as an individual “chromosome” and
a so-called fitness function is pre-defined. The fitness
function is used to evaluate different parameter configu-
rations by generating different fitness values. As a start,
a population of p randomly-generated chromosomes are
initiated, where each of them contains a random para-
meter configuration. Then, the population will evolve
n generations to search for an optimal parameter con-
figuration. For each generation, the population goes
through three phrases: selection, crossover and muta-
tion. In the selection phrase, different chromosomes are
selected by a selection probability, which is transformed
from their corresponding fitness values. The higher the
fitness value is, the higher the selection probability is.
In the crossover phrase, the selected chromosomes are
paired in a random way and each pair of chromosomes
are crossed over to generate a new pair of chromosomes
by a crossover function. In the mutation phrase, the
new generated chromosomes are mutated randomly by
a mutation function and a mutation probability. Be-
cause of that, the whole population is updated and be-
comes a new generation after the aforementioned three
phrases. With the generations evolving, better and bet-
ter individuals (with higher fitness values) will emerge.
Actually, GA has many configurable parameters, such
as population size, the number of generations, mutation
function and so on. For simplicity, we will not detail
them in this paper. Interested readers can obtain more
information from [15].
Algorithm 1 presents the GA process in adaptive
LDA. In our work, our LDA-GA approach is imple-
mented on top of Pyevolve 4○, an evolutionary compu-
tation framework. We set p to 20 and n to 50 since we
have tried several configurations and empirically found
that this setting can achieve a better fitness value and
keep the result stable. For the search range, we set
it to be integers in [2, 50] since there are at least 2
topics and 50 is likely to be sufficient for the maxi-
mum number of topics. We use one-dimensional inte-
ger list (G1DList) to represent the chromosomes and
use the function “G1DListInitializatorInteger”, which
generates random integers in the search range, to ini-
tialize them. For the selection phase, we use the de-
fault function “GRankSelector”, which is a rank se-
lector. For the crossover phase, we use the function
“G1DListCrossoverUniform”, which performs crossover
uniformly, and use the default crossover rate (0.9).
For the mutation phase, we use the default function
“G1DListMutatorSwap”, which is a swap mutator for
G1DList, and use the default mutation rate (0.02).
For the fitness function, we use the Silhouette co-
efficient as the fitness value. The Silhouette coefficient
is a common evaluation metric for clustering[12,16-18].
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Table 3. Topic Names and Related Top 10 Key Terms for Top 30 Topics
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presents the number of questions belonging to each cat-
egory. From the figure, we notice that web security
covers over half of all the security-related questions. It
indicates that web security is very popular among Stack
Overflow users.
Mobile
Security
4%
Software
Security
9%
Web
Security
51%
Cryptography
17%
System
Security
19%
Fig.4. Statistics for each category of questions.
Summary. On Stack Overflow, security-related
questions cover a wide range of topics. These topics
mainly belong to five main categories, i.e., web secu-
rity, mobile security, cryptography, software security,
and system security. And among them, most questions
are belong to web security category.
4.2 Results of RQ-2
RQ-2. Which topics are the most popular among
security-related questions?
Motivation. Since we have known the topics of
security-related questions asked on Stack Overflow, we
want to go further by investigating which security-
related topics are the most popular. Answer to this
research question could help developers understand a
general trend about the security-related questions.
Approach. To measure the popularity of a topic,
we first collect all the questions related to this topic,
and then we use four evaluation metrics based on the
metadata of these questions, i.e., the average num-
ber of views of these questions, the average number
of comments of these questions, the average number of
favourites of these questions, and the average score of
these questions. In the Stack Overflow Data Dump,
the number of views of a question can be directly ob-
tained from the attribute named “ViewCount”. The
number of comments a question has can be directly ob-
tained from the attribute named “CommentCount” of
the question post. The number of favourites that a
question receives can be directly obtained from the at-
tribute named “FavouriteCount” of the question post.
The score of a question can be directly obtained from
the attribute named “Score” of the question post.
Among the above four evaluation metrics, by default
we use the average number of views as the main popu-
larity evaluation metric, since it measures the average
number of developers viewing the questions related to
a topic. Intuitively, a popular question would attract
more developers to view. Still, the other metrics also
have some reference values to estimate the popularity
of the topics.
Results. Table 4 presents the four evaluation metrics
indicating the popularity of the topics. We notice that
“Password”, “Hash”, “Signature” and “SQL Injection”
are the top four most popular topics. “Password” is a
classic topic in security and has been used in a number
of applications, and “Signature” is a recently hot topic
and is used in more and more applications. “Hash” is
a related concept to “Password” and “Signature” and
many passwords and signatures are created based on
hash-related techniques. “SQL Injection” is a common
problem that many developers may encounter. In addi-
tion, we can see that the average numbers of comments
and favourites and the average scores of the questions
belonging to the topics “Hash” and “SQL Injection”
are all ranked in top, which further indicates that the
two topics are very popular based on these metrics. On
the contrary, “IP Address” and “Memory” seem to re-
ceive little attention. However, for the topic “Memory”,
it has a relatively high average number of comments
(2.35) and average score (3.17).
From Table 4, on average, each security-related
question receives 1 696 views, which indicates that peo-
ple indeed value the security area.
Summary. On Stack Overflow, there are many
popular security-related topics that people are talking
about. The top four most popular topics in the se-
curity area are “Password”, “Hash”, “Signature” and
“SQL Injection”.
4.3 Results of RQ-3
RQ-3. Which security-related topics are the most
difficult to answer?
Motivation. In the third research question, we want
to investigate which security-related topics are the most
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Table 4. Popularity of Each Topic
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topics. We find that different topics vary a lot in the
average time span needed for an accepted answer. In
particular, the problems about “Windows Authority”,
“ASP.NET” and “Browser Security” are the top three
most difficult questions, which on average need over half
a month for an answer to be submitted and accepted
(18.03, 17.57 and 16.15 days respectively). On the con-
trary, the problems about “SQL Injection” and “Direc-
tory Traversal” are relatively easy to answer, which on
average need only 2∼3 days for an accepted answer.
Table 5. Difficulty of Each Topic
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oper. The proper assignment can help the development
process.
5.2 Threats to Validity
There are several threats that may potentially affect
the validity of our study. Threats to internal validity
relate to errors in our experiments. We have double
checked our implementations and all the experimental
results. The question extraction phase may miss several
security-related questions due to our tag-based extrac-
tion approach.
Threats to external validity relate to the generaliz-
ability of our results. We have conducted the empiri-
cal study on 30054 security-related questions on Stack
Overflow. In the future, we plan to reduce the threats
further by investigating more question and answer web-
sites and ensure the generalizability of our conclusions.
6 Related Work
In this section, we briefly review related studies. We
first review some previous studies based on Stack Over-
flow. Next, we describe some security-related studies in
software engineering. Finally, we introduce several stu-
dies which leverage topic models.
6.1 Study on Stack Overflow
There are some recent empirical studies on Stack
Overflow[1-2,7-8,19]. Barua et al. conducted a large
empirical study on all the posts on Stack Overflow[1].
They used LDA to analyze the topics and trends of
what developers talk about. Rosen and Shihab nar-
rowed down the research scale by specifically studying
mobile-related questions on Stack Overflow[2]. They
also applied LDA to the dataset to investigate the topics
mobile developers are interested in. Linares-Va´squez
et al. performed an exploratory analysis of mobile-
development issues using Stack Overflow[8]. They em-
ployed topic model to extract the main discussion top-
ics from more than 400K mobile-development related
questions. Beyer and Pinzger manually analyzed 450
Android-related posts on Stack Overflow and found
that the most common question types are “How” and
“What”[7]. They also found the dependencies between
question types and problem categories. Nadi et al.
performed an empirical investigation into the obstacles
Java developers face with cryptography APIs, through
triangulating data including top 100 Java cryptography
related questions on Stack Overflow[19]. They identi-
fied nine main topics related to cryptography and the
results suggest that developers do face difficulties using
cryptography.
There are many other studies which leverage data
on Stack Overflow[5-6,20-28]. Nie et al. proposed a novel
technique, which leverages crowd knowledge from Stack
Overflow, to improve the performance of code search
algorithms[22]. Jiang et al. proposed a more accu-
rate model, which also leverages crowd knowledge from
Stack Overflow, to find the exact tutorial fragments ex-
plaining APIs[23]. Xia et al. proposed a tool called
TagCombine that automatically recommends tags for
question and answer sites, such as Stack Overflow[5].
They found TagCombine has better performance than
the state-of-the-art technique TagRec. In later work,
Wang et al. proposed another tag recommendation
tool named EnTagRec which leverages historical tag
assignments[6]. They found EnTagRec improves the
performance of TagCombine further. Li et al. con-
ducted an empirical study with 24 developers to inves-
tigate the needs and challenges developers face when
performing development tasks[20]. They found that de-
velopers often refer to question and answer sites such
as Stack Overflow, in which they search for useful infor-
mation to solve various development problems. Bajaj
et al. conducted a study on web development related
posts on Stack Overflow[21]. They concluded several
points about common challenges and misconceptions
among web developers.
Our work is related to but different from the above
studies. In this paper, we perform an empirical study
on security-related posts on Stack Overflow.
6.2 Security in Software Engineering
In mobile security, malware detection received a lot
of attention[29-32]. Avdiienko et al. presented MUD-
FLOW that uses machine learning techniques to mine
Android application collections for malicious data flow
patterns[29]. Malware can be identified by their mali-
cious data flow patterns. Gorla et al. clustered An-
droid apps by description topics and identified outliers
by API usage within each cluster[30]. The outliers are
the applications whose actual behavior would be unex-
pected given their description. Huang et al. used the
text associated with GUI elements to detect whether
the claimed behavior matches the actual behavior of
the application[31]. Kirat and Vigna proposed an au-
tomatic technique MALGENE for extracting analysis
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evasion signatures[32]. They leveraged a combination
of data mining and data flow analysis techniques to au-
tomatically identify evasive behavior in the call events,
as more and more malware can now be aware of the
presence of the analysis environment (in order to evade
detection).
In web security, researchers proposed several ap-
proaches to prevent security attacks[33−34]. Paramesh-
waran et al. proposed a technique to generate se-
cure patches that replace unsafe string interpolation
with safer code[33]. Fazzini et al. proposed an auto-
mated technique named AutoCSP to retrofit CSP to
web applications[34].
6.3 Studies Leveraging Topic Model
The most related studies to ours are the recent study
by Panichella et al.[12]. Panichella et al. introduced a
novel solution named LDA-GA to solve software engi-
neering tasks more effectively[12]. They used GA to
search for a near optimal configuration for LDA, which
leads to better performances on different software engi-
neering tasks. In our paper, we use their algorithm as
a sub-step to determine a proper number of categories
for all the security-related questions.
There are also a large number of software engineer-
ing studies that have leveraged topic model[35-37] to
achieve their functionality. For example, Nguyen et al.
proposed an automated approach called BugScout to
help developers reduce buggy code locating efforts by
narrowing the search space of buggy files[35]. They de-
veloped a specialized topic model to correlate bug re-
ports and the corresponding buggy files via their shared
topics. In a later work, Nguyen et al. introduced a
novel approach called DBTM, which again leverages
topic model, to detect duplicate bug reports[36]. Their
approach that combines both information retrieval and
topic modeling techniques has taken the advantages
of both IR-based features and topic-based features.
Lukins et al. presented a static LDA-based technique
for automatic bug localization[37]. Their study shows
that the performance of the LDA-based technique is
affected neither by the size of the software system nor
by the stability of the source code base.
7 Conclusions
In this paper, we conducted a large-scale study by
specifically investigating security-related questions on
Stack Overflow. We first used two heuristics to ex-
tract security-related posts from Stack Overflow. And
then we used an advanced topic model, LDA tuned us-
ing GA, to cluster different security-related questions
based on their texts. After obtaining different topics of
security-related questions, we used their metadata to
make various analysis. We found that security-related
questions on Stack Overflow cover a wide range of top-
ics. These topics mainly belong to five main categories,
i.e., web security, mobile security, cryptography, soft-
ware security, and system security. And among them
most questions are about web security. In addition,
we found that the top four most popular topics in
the security area are “Password”, “Hash”, “Signature”
and “SQL Injection”, and the top eight most difficulty
security-related topics are “JAVA Security”, “Asymet-
ric Encryption”, “Bug”, “Browser Security”, “Windows
Authority”, “Signature”, “ASP.NET” and “Password”,
which need more attentions.
In the future, we plan to investigate security-related
questions by combing more information of their corre-
sponding answers on Stack Overflow. Also, we plan
to investigate security-related posts on other software
Q&A websites.
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